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Introduction
Davenport Park is a private residential estate established around a distinctive triangle
of three roads and is built on land which originally belonged to the Davenports of
Bramall Hall. The Davenports sold most of their estates to the Freeholders Company,
a speculative building company in Manchester, but the area that we now know as
Davenport Park was sold by John Davenport to John Simpson of Stockport for £5,500
in 1877. The Davenport railway station had already opened in 1857 and this was a key
factor in influencing the existence and location of the Park. The gradual development
of Davenport Park over the late Victorian, Edwardian and inter-war periods means
that the houses show a fascinating variety of features which reflect the architectural
styles of these eras.
The sale of the land was subject to covenants which stipulated that only detached and
semi-detached houses could be built with a minimum separation between the blocks.
These covenants were broken in the 1960s when the first flats were constructed in the
Park but the development of Clifton Lodge, Beech Mews and Chatsworth Court, each
on the site of just one house, and Rutland Court in the garden of what is now Fedora
House has enabled many more residents to join the Davenport Park community and
enjoy this quiet, exclusive and well-maintained area.
Further information on the history and architecture of the Park can be found in the
Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council (SMBC) leaflet on the Davenport Park
Conservation Area published in 2008. For the more comprehensive Character
Appraisal of Davenport Park, see the links section at the end of this pack.

The Davenport Park Committee
It was a condition of the sale in 1877 that the residents would pave the three roads in
the Park and thereafter maintain them in good condition. However, the Park archives
reveal that
“by the year 1906 the greater number of the present houses had been
erected. But with the development of building operations the roads, such
as they were, steadily deteriorated, the continual heavy cart traffic
ploughing up and reducing the unset surfaces to a mass of mud. In wet
weather this was ankle deep and to cross a road at any point became an
undertaking of some recklessness. Devonshire Road was simply a morass
from end to end and it is recalled that on one occasion a lady paying an
evening visit to a house there arrived minus one of her shoes, this having
stuck in the mire en route and, in the prevailing darkness, being lost!”

The situation became so intolerable that the Stockport Corporation intervened and
threatened to make up the roads and apportion the cost. The owners, recognising that
this would result in the roads becoming public and “the private character of the Park
being thus destroyed”, held a meeting and the Davenport Park Committee, originally
called the Davenport Park Roads Committee, was formed in August 1906. Each
householder undertook to pay his proportionate share towards the cost of the roads,
together with an annual levy for upkeep, and by 1907 the roads had been surfaced.
Today’s Committee of volunteer residents consists of a Chairman, Vice-Chairman,
Secretary, Treasurer, Roads Manager, Conservation Manager and Neighbourhood
Watch representative, plus up to eight general members. The Committee meets six
times per year to discuss and agree actions pertaining to the management of the Park.
It acts according to a Constitution and its members are elected at the Annual General
Meeting of the Occupiers of Davenport Park. This AGM, to which all Park residents
are invited, is held in November each year. All residents who have paid their annual
levy are entitled to vote to decide on the level of the levy for the next year. This levy
is used to pay for the upkeep of the roads, pavements, road drains and gates within the
Park and for any other maintenance which is the responsibility of the Committee.
Many new residents are surprised to discover this peaceful enclave sandwiched
between a railway and a main road in a bustling metropolitan area and are delighted to
find themselves on a network of wide roads with little traffic and few parked cars,
where their children can roam in relative safety. This environment is still here for
them to enjoy because generations of residents have protected it by supporting the
Committee and paying the levy.
The responsibilities of the Committee are to act on behalf of residents to:













Protect the character and environment of the Park.
Maintain the private status of the Park by closing the gates once per year (usually
on the last Sunday in September).
Maintain the roads, pavements, signs and gates.
Maintain public liability insurance to cover the above.
Maintain the road drains and clear as necessary.
Trim the trees adjacent to the streetlights when necessary.
Collect a levy from each household to pay for the above.
Manage the income and expenses of the Davenport Park Committee.
Prepare a set of annual accounts which are then audited and presented to residents
at the AGM.
Work with SMBC to protect and improve the amenities and surroundings of the
Park.
Monitor planning applications in the Park.
Promote a community spirit among the residents of the Park.

The responsibilities of the residents are to:










Support the Committee and offer to serve a term as a Committee member if able
to do so.
Join fellow residents at the AGM to have their say and vote on important issues
such as setting the levy.
Pay the levy so that the Committee can continue to maintain the park and keep it
under the residents’ control.
Trim trees, shrubs and hedges at the front of their property to ensure the safety of
pedestrians. (Permission may be needed for work on trees.)
Avoid parking on the pavement – the roads are wide enough – and ask visitors
and contractors to do likewise. This is requested because the pavements are not as
strong as the roads and the surface and underlying services may be damaged.
Avoid blowing leaves into the road (where they may block the drains). Remember
to tell gardeners. Also try to ensure that contractors keep building materials off
the roads and do not pour waste/slurry down the drains.
Observe the speed limit to ensure the safety of children and the less agile.
Look out for suspicious characters and report them to the police.
Report incidents to their Neighbourhood Watch coordinator.

The Davenport Park Conservation Area
Davenport Park itself was originally designated a conservation area in 1979. The
boundaries of the conservation area were then extended in 2005 to include properties
in Kennerley Road and Buxton Road.
According to SMBC, conservation areas are designated “to preserve and enhance
parts of the Borough which have special architectural and historic character”. Their
purpose is to help prevent the destruction of these special qualities by unsympathetic
alterations to the existing buildings, insensitive development or loss through
demolition.

Article 4 Direction
Special planning controls known as an Article 4 Direction apply to the houses in the
Davenport Park conservation area. This direction has been in force since 1984 and its
purpose is to prevent the unique character of the area from being spoilt by an
accumulation of inappropriate alterations to the buildings and their surroundings. This
essentially means that any changes which would affect the external appearance of the
houses (such as changes to the type and style of windows, doors and roofs) will
require planning permission from SMBC and, indeed, may not be approved. ‘Like for
like’ replacements and replacements of original architectural features will be
encouraged, as will the removal of previous unsympathetic alterations. Alterations to
front gardens and walls may also be covered. For further details, please see the Article
4 Direction guidance notes at the end of this pack.
The 2006 Character Appraisal of the Park (Updated 2011) and the Conservation Area
Management Plan (March 2012) identified as a pressing issue the gradual erosion of
architectural quality and historic character through widespread alterations to roofs,

windows and front doors despite an Article 4 direction being in place. The fronts of
all houses in the conservation area were photographed during the appraisal so the
Council could identify new, unauthorised changes. You are strongly advised to seek
advice from the SMBC planning staff (474 3896) before undertaking any alteration to
the outside of your property.
Clifton Lodge, Beech Mews, Chatsworth Court and Devonshire Court are outside the
boundary of the conservation area and are subject only to normal planning and
building regulations.

Protection of Trees
All the trees in a conservation area are protected, whether or not they are already
included in Tree Preservation Orders (TPO). This means that anyone wishing to lop,
fell or uproot a tree within the Davenport Park conservation area must give SMBC six
weeks’ notice of this intention, during which time a TPO may be made by the
Council. It is a prosecutable offence to carry out work to trees within a conservation
area without SMBC consent. For further advice, please contact the SMBC
Arboriculture Team via the Stockport Direct Contact Centre on 0161 217 6111 or email arboriculture.eed@stockport.gov.uk. The team has a plan of trees that can be
seen from the roads.

Drains
The surface-water drains are maintained by the Committee. Sewers are maintained by
United Utilities. Where houses built before 1937 have common drains, United
Utilities maintains them from the sewer to the point where they divide to serve single
properties.

Neighbourhood Watch Scheme
The Park has had an active Neighbourhood Watch scheme in place for several years
during which time the number of burglaries and other incidents has declined very
significantly. There are a number of Neighbourhood Watch coordinators each of
whom has responsibility for a number of residences. Coordinators act as a central
point for receiving information about incidents and circulating advice from the police.
The coordinators meet regularly to share information and a newsletter is produced bimonthly and distributed to all residents.
A list of current coordinators can be found on the back of the newsletter. If you would
like to become a member of the Neighbourhood Watch scheme, please ask your
coordinator for a Neighbourhood Watch Member Audit Form. Membership of the
Neighbourhood Watch scheme may entitle you to a reduction in your household
insurance premium.

Contacts and Links
Davenport Park Committee
The Committee maintains a website at www.davenportpark.org.uk.
A list of committee members and officers and their contact details is printed in the
Neighbourhood Watch Newsletter after each AGM and in the event of any important
change. The officers can be contacted by e-mail at the following addresses
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Roads Manager
Conservation Manager
Neighbourhood Watch Coordinator

chairman@davenportpark.org.uk
vicechair@davenportpark.org.uk
secretary@davenportpark.org.uk
treasurer@davenportpark.org.uk
roads@davenportpark.org.uk
conservation@davenportpark.org.uk
homewatch@davenportpark.org.uk

Copies of the Constitution and Rules of the Committee may be obtained from the
Secretary.

SMBC
Davenport Park Conservation Area Character Appraisal: go to
www.stockport.gov.uk/historicareas > Conservation Areas >Conservation Area
Appraisals and Management Plans>Davenport Park.
Conservation and Heritage Strategy: go to
www.stockport.gov.uk/historicareas>Strategies/Giudance>Conservation and Heritage
Strategy 2008.
The Historic Photograph Archive at Stockport Central Library has photographs of the
Park going back to its earliest days.
Application form for work on trees: www.stockport.gov.uk >Planning and building >
Planning application forms > Application for tree works.
Planning application form: www.stockport.gov.uk> Planning and building> Planning
application forms > Householder Application and conservation area consent.
The planning database has details of planning applications from 2000 to the present:
http://planning.stockport.gov.uk/PlanningData/AcolNetCGI.gov
Interactive site giving general guidance on what needs planning permission whether in
a conservation area or not: www.planningportal.gov.uk/permission

Frequently asked questions
Q. How is the levy worked out?
A. Currently the same way as for Council Tax. The total amount that is to be raised is
divided by the number of band D equivalent properties to give the levy for band D.
Levies for the other bands are fixed proportions of band D (see table 1 in SMBC’s A
Guide to your Council Tax).
Q. Why do I have to pay a levy in addition to my Council Tax?
A. The roads are owned by the residents, not by the Council, so the Council does not
pay for their upkeep. Also the Council does not accept liability for accidents caused
by the condition of the roads and footpaths.
Q. Does Stockport Grammar School pay a levy?
A. Yes.
Q. What happens if I do not pay my levy?
A. If residents do not pay the levy, the Committee cannot maintain the roads. If the
roads fall into disrepair, the Council has the power to take them over, repair and
upgrade them and charge the residents for the work. It could also open the Bramhall
Lane gate.
Q. Do the residents actually own the roads?
A. When the park was divided into building plots, these generally extended to the
middle of the roads. Owners of the older properties should find that their Land
Registry plans confirm this. Regardless of the actual ownership, all residents are
responsible for the upkeep of the roads.
Q. Why are the gates closed for one day each year?
A. To demonstrate that the residents own and control the roads in the Park. (From
1911 until the 1940s, a Park keeper was employed “to keep out unauthorised traffic”.
Closure of one pair of gates was started in 1942 amid concerns about the amount of
through traffic using Davenport Park Road instead of Kennerley Road – including “a
swiftly moving omnibus”.)
Q. Are there any exemptions to the rules for protection of trees?
A. If the diameter of the trunk is less that 7.5cm. If the tree is dead (but you have to
replace it unless the Council agrees that you do not have to). You do not need
permission to remove dead branches. Some tree surgeons say that fruit trees are
exempt but officially this only applies to orchards. For more details go to
www.stockport.gov.uk and search for protected trees faqs.
Q. Who maintains the street lights?
A. SMBC does. If you notice that a light is not working, please report it to SMBC on
0161 217 6111. They will want to know the exact location and the number on the
lamp post. Or go to www.stockport.gov.uk >Transport & Streets >Streetlights>Street
lighting problem.
Q. How do I become a Committee member?
A. Contact the Chairman or any Committee member in the first instance.

STOCKORT METROPOLITAN BOROUGH COUNCIL
Conservation Areas: Article 4 Direction Guidance Notes
The aim of Article 4 Directions is to encourage retention of the high quality features of
buildings in the Conservation Area and to enhance the environment of which they are part.
‘Like for like’ repairs and replacements of original architectural features are encouraged, as
are the removal of previous unsympathetic changes to buildings. Prior to the making of an
Article 4 Direction many unsympathetic changes could occur without the need for planning
permission. The following guidance note indicates the approach the Council is likely to take
in advising owners who propose external works to properties affected by a Direction.
Alterations to elevations
Under the Article 4 Direction material alterations to building elevations require planning
permission from the Council. Applications for porches, extensions, the removal or
replacement of architectural details (including windows, doors, decorative timber, brick and
stonework, rainwater goods etc.), and other works materially affecting the appearance of the
building are treated on their merit. The Direction is not meant to cover very minor
alterations such as burglar alarms (NB different controls apply to listed buildings). However,
if you are in doubt please contact the Council’s Conservation Officer or the Planning
Service (see contact details below).
Roofs and chimneys
A change of roof materials and features (inc. chimneys, finials, soffits, fascias etc.) will
almost certainly require planning permission. If a roof is a pitched roof in a terrace or a group
of buildings where traditional roofing materials dominate (eg. clay tiles or natural slate),
reroofing with that material will be called for. The replacement tiles or slates should match
the size, colour and texture of those existing and should be gauged to match the existing
courses. Where a roof is prominent, manmade (fibrous cement type) tiles or slates are not
acceptable as an alternative to clay tiles or natural slate. Generally the retention of
natural/traditional roofing materials is sought.
Chimneys are an important feature of many buildings and contribute to the overall
skyline. Permission is required to demolish or lower the height of chimneys and will not
normally be granted. Original chimney pots should not be removed and replicas should be
reinstated wherever possible.
The installation of rooflights is likely to require permission. Rooflights should be discreetly
placed so that they are not readily visible, and should be of a ‘conservation type’ which
does not protrude above the plane of the roof.
Applications for dormer windows are only likely to be permitted if they traditionally
existed throughout a particular group of buildings. The bulk and design of a dormer should
reflect that which previously existed or prevailed in the area, and which is appropriate to
the particular building.
Doors and Windows
Under the Article 4 Direction permission is required to remove, replace or alter doors and
windows. The original period design of doors and windows are one of the most important
features of a property and contribute significantly to the character of the Conservation Area. If
original windows and doors survive in a property they should be retained and repaired
wherever possible. Removal of original windows and doors and replacement with unsuitable
alternatives can severely affect the special character of the building and conservation area as a
whole.

The installation of replacement doors and windows in aluminium, in plastic, or in designs
other than that which existed on principal elevations, will not receive permission, other than
in exceptional circumstances.
Facades
The treatment of facades can have a dramatic effect on the overall appearance of the
conservation area.
Original window and door openings are usually carefully placed and proportioned with a
view to presenting symmetry of design. Permission will be required for alteration to existing
openings and the creation of new wall openings. Careful consideration will be given to the
effect of such proposals and permission will not normally be granted where they adversely
affect the architectural composition of the building.
The application of render and cladding materials to walls of brick or stone can have an
irreversibly detrimental impact on the area and permission for such work will not normally
be granted. The painting of brick and stone can have a similarly detrimental impact and will
also require permission.
Properties which have a rendered or painted finish at present do not require permission for
the repainting of facades in a colour to match the existing.
Boundaries and Front Gardens
Under the Article 4 Direction permission is required to remove or breach boundary walls,
fences and railings, and to remove gates. The paving over of gardens to create hardstandings
also requires permission and proposals for vehicle hardstandings are likely to be refused
unless they can be located or screened to minimise the impact on the surrounding area.
Careful attention to paving and landscaping will be required. Permission will also be required
to erect a wall, railings, fence or gate and is only likely to be granted where they would
contribute positively to the appearance of the conservation area, particularly where there has
been a loss of such features. The Council will seek to control the details and materials of
construction to ensure they are in harmony with the conservation area.
New Construction
In the case of porches, curtilage buildings and extensions, planning permission is usually
required irrespective of their size. Care should be taken to ensure that such developments are
of scale and design that is in keeping with that of the original dwelling. This can usually be
achieved by using reclaimed brick and roofing materials to compliment the original building.
Brickwork should be laid in courses and to a bonding pattern and with mortar joints and
pointing that closely matches the original. Care should be taken in detailing external joinery,
such as doors, windows, eaves and gable verge details to harmonise with those of the main
building.
Where properties are subject to an Article 4(2) Direction planning permission is required
where the proposed development fronts onto, or is visible from, a relevant location.
The erection, alteration or removal of a chimney on a dwelling house or on a building within
the curtilage of a dwelling house, is likely to require consent, irrespective of its location.
All applications for planning permission should be accompanied by an accurate set of
drawings and or photographs and should show all relevant dimensions drawn to metric scale.
Further information on householder planning applications can be found on the Council’s
website www.stockport.gov.uk/planningapplications. Where an application for planning
permission is required as a result of an Article 4 Direction, no fee is payable.

The Direction is not intended to cover very minor alterations or ‘like for like’ repairs
or replacements. However, if you are unsure whether any work you propose to carry
out to your property requires planning permission or you require any further advice or
information please contact the Conservation Officer on 0161 474 2620/4561 or the
Council’s Planning Services department on Tel: (0161) 474 3896
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